
Lineage 2: Revolution

**About Lineage 2: Revolution**

Lineage 2: Revolution is a mobile MMO in which players have to discover a great game world, form

clans and complete numerous quests.

In Lineage 2: Revolution you can play against players from all over the world in real time. Here you

have the choice whether you form a clan or participate in PvP battles, guild fights or at 50 vs. 50

siege matches. Since the game has an outstanding graphics, the gameplay can be experienced

even on mobile devices optimally. Create your own character, join a clan and start battles against

players from all around the world.

**Lineage 2: Revolution – features:** 

- Play against thousands of players at the same time: In Lineage 2: Revolution, you play against

thousands of players from all around the world in real time. You can either participate in special

PvP battles, guild battles, or siege matches. The special aspect of Lineage 2: Revolution is the high

number of players per fight. There are even 50 vs. 50 sieges.

- Form your clan: To kill enemies even more effectively and complete quests even faster, a clan

can be enormously helpful. You can either join an existing clan or form your own clan.

- Create your own character: At the beginning of the game you have to create your own character.

For example, you have the choice between four different races or different classes. Decide

whether you want to fight as a human, elf, dark elf or dwarf and create your character completely

according to your ideas.

- Complete quests: As in other MMO games, you'll need to complete numerous quests in Lineage

2: Revolution. If you master a quest, you will not only earn many rewards, but also experience

points.

- Auto Play feature: The special auto play feature in Lineage 2: Revolution allows you to progress

even though you are not actively playing. If the auto-play feature is activated, your player grinds by

itself: He automatically kills opponents, in order to collect experience points. It should be noted,

however, that the auto-play feature only works for simple opponents who can be killed easily and

quickly. For more difficult opponents or clan fights you still have to play yourself.

Conclusion: Lineage 2: Revolution convinces with a detailed and large game world, an outstanding

graphics and spectacular fights, where sometimes up to 100 players can compete against each

other at the same time.


